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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Abstract
General relativity allows for a mathematically equivalent version in which size changes
replace the traditional changes in c. This new conjecture is shown to be true in the special
case of the Schwarzschild metric. Two size-change results obtained 12 years ago in the
context of the equivalence principle – one relativistic, one quantum – are re-obtained in the
radial Schwarzschild metric. Quantum-supported linear and curvature-supported nonlinear
features of spacetime become distinguishable. A previously unidentified radial observable,
dℜ/dr = 1/(1–2m/r), determines physical distance. Since dℜ/dt ≡ c, Max Abraham’s 1912
hope for a global c is unexpectedly fulfilled. Therefore, the infinite “radar distance“ of the
horizon of a Schwarzschild black hole reflects an infinite distance valid from the outside.
Only by in-falling can an astronaut reach a (by then finished) horizon in the infinite future
in finite proper time after picking up luminal speed. The same result follows from the fully
transparent Rindler metric. As a consequence, finished black-hole horizons cease to exist
in physics – and so do wormholes, singularities, information paradoxes, Hawking radiation, charged black holes and – possibly – gravitational waves. ElNaschie’s fractal E-infinity
theory offers itself as an independent test bed. The ℜ theorem has repercussions on the
currently planned LHC experiment.
Paper dedicated to Barack Obama
(April 9, 2007, January 20, 2009)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. Introduction
Einstein first introduced an height-dependent c (in a high tower on earth or equivalently
an ignited long rocket in outer space) in the context of the equivalence principle in 1911
[1]. This proposal caused grave concern on the part of his elder colleague Abraham, who
after having fully embraced Einstein’s special relativity was reluctant to sacrifice the latter’s central tenet of a globally constant speed of light c [2]. Einstein’s new axiom of a
potential-dependent c was instrumental to further progress and got eventually incorporated
into general relativity four years later as is well known [3]. Is it redundant in retrospec?
In the Schwarzschild metric, which is the single most important solution of the Einstein
equation of 1915, the variable-c axiom has a familiar consequence: The “coordinate speed
of light“ c(r) is a function of the distance parameter r:
c(r) =
-----------------------------*Tel. +49 7071 66323
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dr
= c ⋅ (1 − 2m / r ) ,
dt

(1)

where 2m is the Schwarzschild radius (with 2m ≡ 2GM/c2, M the central mass, G Newton’s gravitational constant and c the universal speed of light (cf. Foster and Nightingale
[3], p. 129). Eq.(1) states that the speed of light valid with respect to the distance parameter r, c(r), becomes zero as r approaches the Schwarzschild radius 2m from above.
In spite of its well-known lack of constancy relative to r, c is bound to remain at least locally unchanged by virtue of Einstein‘s covariance postulate (which posits that locally the
laws of nature must be everywhere the same including the speed of light). This local constraint is indeed fulfilled by Eq.(1), as can be seen as follows: Proper time τ is locally slowed down by the factor (1–2m/r)1/2 relative to coordinate time t (since dτ = (1–2m/r)1/2dt;
[3], p. 127). This is the same factor by which the “radial distance“ R is locally increased
relative to coordinate distance r (since dR = (1–2m/r)–1/2dr; [3], p. 125). These two local
changes – the temporal and the spatial one – taken together do compensate for the change
in c given by Eq.(1). Indeed, dR/dτ = dR/dr ⋅ dt/dτ ⋅ dr/dt = (1–2m/r)–1dr/dt ≡ c.
But the global change in c formally implicit in Eq.(1) conflicts with Abraham’s intuition. Could it perhaps be that, contrary to appearances, Abraham’s postulate is actually fulfilled in the Schwarzschild metric and if so in general relativity at large? Surprisingly, the
answer appears to be yes as far as the Schwarzschild metric is concerned. This surprise result is to be demonstrated in the following along with some implications.

2. The size-change conjecture
Some time ago an in principle well-known (but rarely if ever mentioned) relativistic fact
was drawn attention to in the equivalence principle: inequality of the two vertical radar distances (down-up and up-down, respectively) in an accelerating rocket [4]. The method of
proof was the “WM-diagram.“ The two superimposed mirror-symmetric capital letters W
and M refer to light rays moving up-down or down-up twice – to form a connected XXXX
pattern when plotted against time. The diagram demonstrates to the eye that time intervals
along the top and the bottom of the 4 concatenated Xs (“upstairs“ and “downstairs“ in the
rocket) interlock consistenty despite their unequal durations! While this fact is in principle
well-known (compare the “Einstein synchronization“ procedure in Rindler’s textbook [5]),
the pictorial method, which grew out of a chaos-theoretic mapping proposal made by Dieter Fröhlich, reveals a novel implication: Relative size increase downstairs by the redshift
factor registered upstairs. For the measured vertical distance, evaluated from upstairs by
using light pulses, is so much larger than the same distance measured from downstairs.
Conversely, the blueshift factor valid downstairs implies an equal relative size decrease
upstairs. (The natural objection that width appears unchanged from the other vantage point
evaporates owing to the presence projective anisotropy.) The newly found relative size
change explained the unequal vertical radar distances [4].
The unequal radar distances are, by the way, easy to verify on earth using a TV tower, a
pocket laser, a mirror and a counter (Gerhard Schäfer, personal communication 2001). The
same size change can be derived from an older special-relativistic result due to Walter
Greiner [6].1)
In the same year in which reference [4] was submitted (1997), Heinrich Kuypers had the
idea to have a look at the gravitational Dopplershift of matter waves – to see how quantum
mechanics fits in. He saw that if photon mass downstairs is reduced by the gravitational
redshift factor as is well known [7], any mass on the same level must be proportionally reduced by local energy conservation [8,9].2) It follows that quantum mechanics predicts –
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via the de Broglie wave-length of matter waves and more specifically the Bohr radius formula which is inversely proportional to electron mass – that the size of every object downstairs is enlarged in proportion to its redshift [8,9]. This quantum prediction3) coincides
with the previous relativistic prediction in a kind of “pre-established harmony“ (to use
Leibniz’s phrase).
The two 1997 observations – one relativistic, one quantum – were each made independently of Abraham’s conjecture. A priori speaking, it appears infinitely unlikely to suspect
a connection. Or could it be that Einstein and Abraham are reconciled by Fröhlich and
Kuypers? It is this outlandish possibility which is to be demonstrated in the following.
Since the “playground of the equivalence principle“ is no longer sufficient for the purpose,
the Schwarzschild metric offers itself as the next-simplest ballpark.

3. Demonstration of the Abraham conjecture
3.1 Some well-known findings
The Schwarzschild metric is the oldest explicit solution of the Einstein equation. It was
already found in late 1915 by a friend of Einstein’s under unfavorable personal circumstances (astrophysicist Karl Schwarzschild died soon thereafter). The mentioned book by
Foster and Nightingale [3] will be used in the following as a backdrop with page numbers
put in brackets – like (p. 130) – referring to this book.
Just as it was the case before with the equivalence principle [4], the up-down and the
down-up distances measured by light sounding (“radar distances“) differ by the mutual
redshift (or in the opposite direction, blueshift) factor also in the Schwarzschild metric.
This fact can be looked at in more detail.
First, the mutual redshift factor owes its existence to the unequal proper times valid
upstairs and downstairs. “Proper time“ τ is (as already mentioned in the Introduction) at
every local position r defined by
dτ = (1–2m/r)1/2dt

(2)

if t is the coordinate time (p. 127).
Second, the “coordinate time difference“ ∆t valid between upstairs and downstairs depends on the coordinate values of the outer (ro) and inner (ri) radial position on the one
hand, and the local coordinate speed of light c(r) given by Eq.(1) on the other. Integration
of Eq.(1) written in the form dt = c–1(1–2m/r)–1dr, between ri and ro, then yields the coordinate time difference valid for a down-up (or equivalently up-down) light signal:
∆t =

1 ro
(1 − 2m / r ) −1 dr
∫
r
c i

(3)

(p. 129). Multiplication of this time interval by c formally generates a corresponding distance:
c∆t =
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∫

ro

ri

(1 − 2m / r ) −1 dr .

(4)

This distance is our object of interest. It has no name up until now. (Only the indefinite
version of the same integral is known under the name “ r* “ in the Eddington-Finkelstein
formalism [10].) We shall introduce a name for it (RA) below.
The distance given by Eq.(4) cannot be measured directly. It can only be evaluated on
either end – where it is then automatically weighted by the local time-shrinking factor of
Eq.(2). What then results is the well-known “radar-sounding light distance“ as Foster and
Nightingale call it (p. 130). The latter reads, if evaluated from the upper end ro:
c∆to = dτo/dt ⋅ c∆t

= (1–2m/ro)1/2

∫

ro

ri

(1 − 2m / r ) −1 dr

or, after integration,

r − 2m 

c∆to = (1–2m/ro)1/2  ro − ri + 2m ln o
2
r
−
m
i



(5)

(p. 130). One sees that this down-up radar distance – as it can be called – diverges (becomes infinite) as ri approaches the Schwarzschild radius 2m from above.
In corresponding fashion, the opposite radar distance c∆ti valid at the lower end ri is arrived at. It differs from the former only by the subscript (i instead of o) in the first bracket:

r − 2m 
 .
c∆ti = (1–2m/ri)1/2  ro − ri + 2m ln o
2
r
−
m
i



(6)

This up-down radar distance – as it can be called – unlike the former does not diverge
when ri (being now the position of the observer) approaches the Schwarzschild radius 2m
from above.
The ratio between the two different radar distances, Eq.(5) and Eq.(6), is
1/ 2

 1 − 2m / ro 
c∆t o

= 
1
2
/
−
m
r
c∆t i
i 


.

(7)

This ratio is the “WM result“ of reference [4] valid in the Schwarzschild metric.
So much for some well-known facts in the radial Schwarzschild metric. Only the distinction made between “down-up“ and “up-down“ radar distance appears to be new (apart
from the proposed formal admissibility of Eq.4).
3.2 Compatibility with the Fröhlich-Kuypers size change
The described facts in the Schwarzschild metric can now be juxtaposed with the surprise
observation of Fröhlich and Kuypers (the redshift-proportional size-change principle) to
see how well the latter fits in – or whether it creates an incompatibility at some point which
fact would then spell the end of the present approach.
The new point heuristically to absorb into the Schwarzschild metric is the redshiftproportional relative size increase downstairs that was predicted by Fröhlich and Kuypers
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in two independent contexts (relativistic and quantum) as we saw. Does this feature when
hypothetically introduced contradict accepted facts in the Schwarzschild metric? Surprisingly, the answer turns out to be no.
To see this, first realize that the Schwarzschild metric does already contain a heightdependent change in size (which by the way likewise fails to show up in the transverse direction when looked at from above or below owing to projective anisotropy); this canonical radial size increase reads (as already mentioned in the Introduction):
dR

= (1–2m/r)–1/2dr

(8)

(p. 125). After integration this yields the so-called “radial distance“ between ri and ro:
∆R

=

∫

ro

ri

(1 − 2m / r ) −1 / 2 dr

(p. 128), or explicitly,
∆R =

[ro (ro − 2m )]

1/ 2

− [ri (ri − 2m )]

1/ 2

+ 2m ln

ro

1/ 2

ri

1/ 2

(
+ (r

+ ro

1/ 2

1/ 2

i

)
− 2m )
− 2m

1/ 2

1/ 2

.

(9)

Note that this traditional radial distance does not diverge when ri approaches the Schwarzschild radius 2m from above. Indeed of the 4 radial distances identified so far in the
Schwarzschild metric – Eqs.(4), (5), (6) and (9) –, only the first two diverge.
But the “intrinsic local size change“ dR, valid in the Schwarzschild metric with respect
to the local distance parameter r by virtue of Eq.(8), is not the end of the story in our present context. This is because there now possibly exists a new local size change – the one
predicted by the above-mentioned combined WM and de-Broglie argument – as we saw.
This postulated new size change is governed by the relative redshift or blueshift valid at the
respective other radial position. It hence is determined by the ratio of frequency shifts,
Eq.(7), divided by the proper-time factor valid at the observing position ro, Eq.(2). This
yields the predicted net factor
 1 − 2m / ro

 1 − 2m / ri

1/ 2





⋅ (1–2m/ro)–1/2

≡ (1–2m/ri)–1/2

for any object located at ri observed from ro > ri. Thus we have (writing r for ri in the brakkett)
dρ = (1–2m/r) )–1/2dr

(10)

as our postulated new local size change factor.
Note that the heuristically added new local size-change dρ of Eq.(10) has exactly the
same form as the local size-change dR of Eq.(8) above. Hence there are two possibilities
open at this point: Either, the new size change factor of Eq,(10) is nothing but a new rederivation of the old factor Eq.(8); then the traditional radial distance R of Eq.(9) remains
the only physically relevant radial distance in the Schwarzschild metric (this is the current
view). Or else, both size change factors (the old dR/dr and the new dρ/dr) contribute on an
equal footing locally – if the new size change of Fröhlich and Kuypers is real. In this latter
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case, the resulting “effective local size change factor,“ dℜ/dr, is equal the product of the
two individual factors named:
dℜ dR dρ
=
⋅
= (1 − 2m / r ) −1 ,
dr
dr dr
that is,
dℜ = (1–2m/r)–1dr .

(11)

This hypothetical new effective local size change factor generates a new distance integral:
∆ℜ =

∫

ro

ri

(1 − 2m / r ) −1dr =


r − 2m 
 ro − ri + 2m ln o
 .
2
r
−
m
i



(12)

The new distance integral ∆ℜ (“ℜ-distance“) replaces the traditional distance integral ∆R
of Eq.(9) as the correct “radial distance“ – if the new Fröhlich-Kuypers size change factor
is formally added-in while everything else remains unchanged.
Unexpectedly, Eq.(12) is not nonsensical – it is identical with Eq.(4) above! Thus, nothing has been introduced in effect as far as measured distances are concerned. The above
employed “roundabout way“ of heuristically using two local size changes (the old
Schwarzschild factor of Eq.8 and the hypothetical new Fröhlich-Kuypers factor of Eq.10)
in order to explain the accepted radar distance of Eq.(4), therefore proves to be a perfectly
legitimate option. This option renders the traditional position-dependent reduction of c of
Eq.(1), which likewise leads one to Eq.(4) (≡ Eq.12), redundant in the sense that it is no
longer needed as an explanatory principle.
Both views make equal sense at first sight. So one should let nature have the last word:
the new view if false should lead to predictions at variance with reality. Is this the case?
3.3 The Shapiro time delay
The Shapiro time delay was introduced in 1964 by Shapiro [11] and independently by
Muhleman and Richley [12] as a testable counterintuitive implication of the Schwarzschild
metric (“fourth test of general relativity“). Both groups encountered much skepticism at
first. To date, the underlying equation (Eq.3) has been empirically confirmed in the solar
system to an accuracy of 2⋅10-5 [13]. The currently en vogue interpretation is that time suffers a counterintuitive delay as the radial distance R gets covered by light, and that this
delay is predictably caused by the canonical slow-down of the velocity of light c(r) near a
gravitating object.
This view is perfectly legitimate. But there now exists an alternative interpretation: the
new size change axiom of Eq.(11) can be invoked. Adopting this interpretation is equivalent to saying that it is “not a change in c but rather a change in distance“ that was measured! This equally admissible fact means that the two identical distances, c∆t of Eq.(4) and
∆ℜ of Eq.(12), can be re-named into a single distance,

r − 2m 
 .
RA ≡  ro − ri + 2m ln o
2
r
−
m
i
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(13)

3.4 Abraham vindicated
The newly obtained unique distance RA produces (after division by c) the very time delay ∆t familiar from Eq.(3) above (with ensuing radar distances Eq.5 and Eq.6). The old
local size change factor of Eq.(8) present in the Schwarzschild metric then ceases to be valid alone, since a new factor, Eq.(10), has been brought in.
The fact that both factors are valid in the Schwarzschild metric (in the product formula
of Eq.11) comes, by the way, as a surprise from the point of view of the equivalence principle. In this older and simpler context it is not the new factor Eq.(10) which is unexpected, but rather the fact that the latter stands not alone in determining size in the Schwarzschild metric (due to the presence there also of the old factor, Eq.8). This amounts to a
qualitative difference between the “curved“ Schwarzschild metric on the one hand and the
“flat“ equivalence principle on the other. Quantum mechanics continues to “see“ only the
flat version and so do mass and energy. Only size (and with it distance) is determined by
both factors.
If we accept the new size change law of Eq.(11) as valid in the Schwarzschild metric:
what about Abraham’s hunch? The new-old distance found, Eq.(13), deserves to be given
a new name: “Abraham distance“ – RA. Why? Because this distance (Eq.12≡Eq.4) formally implies that c is constant over the whole trip! This fact was already implicit in the
identical Eq.(4) above – but our eyes were held at the time as it were since we did not yet
have a good reason to take the coordinate-time difference ∆t of Eq.(3) that seriously.
The new “Abrahamian interpretation“ of Eq.(13) is equivalent to the standard interpretation of the radial Schwarzschild metric (as far as predicted redshifts, time delays for light
and any resulting formal distances are concerned), yet with c globally constant. Hence we
can state the following “ℜ theorem“:
Theorem: In the radial Schwarzschild metric, global constancy of c holds true with
respect to the natural distance parameter ℜ, defined by dℜ = (1–2m/r)-1dr.
The naturalness follows from the Fröhlich-Kuypers size-change. The validity follows
(using Eqs.11 and 1) from the identity dℜ/dt = (1–2m/r)-1dr/[dr(1–2m/r)-1/c-1] ≡ c.4)
A more general way to put the same result would be to speak of “conservation of longitudinal spacetime volume“ (longitudinal spacetime area) in the radial Schwarzschild metric
and, presumably, general relativity at large. In the present context, the formulation that
“Abraham’s dream“ is fulfilled in general relativity in the special case of the radial
Schwarzschild metric, is perhaps the most appropriate.

4. Confirmation in the Rindler metric
The new result of an effectively infinite distance of the horizon seen from above follows
also from the simpler Rindler metric with its globally constant c. Being an admissible approximation to the Schwarzschild metric near the horizon [14], the Rindler metric involves
only special relativity and is fully transparent geometrically in terms of a 2-D Minkowski
diagram (the familiar x,t frame of special relativity). See the pertinent pictures on page
151 of [14] and page 72 of [5]. The Rindler metric describes the behavior of a 1-light-year
long rocket in constant acceleration in outer space, with earth‘s gravity (1 g) applying at its
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tip. The rocket consists of many segments that each carry their own pair of boosters on the
outside. (Picture many solid hollow cylinders pairwise connected by rubber tubes.). In the
x,t plane, the trajectories of all segments come to lie in between t = + x (right-hand half of
first bisector) and t = – x (right-hand half of second bisector). This quarter of the full
Minkowski plane is called the “Rindler wedge“ [14].
Inside the wedge, we assume our rocket to lie momentarily motionless along the x-axis
while all segments are accelerating at full blast – stretching from x = 0 (bottom) to x = 1
(tip). In the x,t plane, the trajectory of the tip then rises up vertically at first to gently bear
right along a curved line in the form of a half-hyperbola that asymptotically approaches the
45-degree first bisector so as to coincide with it in the limit of x = t = ∞ . The lower (past)
part of the same trajectory does the same thing reflected downwards, approaching the second bisector in negative infinite time. (This means, physically speaking, that the constant
acceleration is superimposed onto a constant negative luminal speed.) The more inner
segments of the rocket (x < 1 on the x-axis) all do the same thing along proportionally
downscaled hyperbolas, owing to a proportionally greater constant acceleration applying to
them (g/x). The selfsimilar increase in acceleration continues right down to the limiting
(90-degree) hyperbola valid at the origin (x = 0) on which the acceleration is infinite (g/0).
The assumed gradient in acceleration is necessary in order for the rocket to remain spatially connected over time5) – along its own invariant internal length scale X. The latter
coincides with x when the rocket is aligned with the x-axis and remains defined along
straight lines through the origin, each scaled by the set of acceleration-specific hyperbolas.
The intra-rocket times T (“rocket tip times“) remain defined along the same set of straight
lines through the origin. The bundle of T times ranges from T = – ∞ (slope – 1), via T = 0
(slope zero) to T = + ∞ (slope = + 1) [5].6) All T-times are on the same footing, that is, can
be identified with the x-axis by relabeling the initial condition – that is, by simply “scrolling up“ or “scrolling down,“ respectively.
Thus all we have is a bundle of straight lines, intersected by a set of hyperbolas to form
a 45-degree wedge with infinitely long and eventually infinitely thin “flags“ at its two
ends.7) What are the implications of this perfectly transparent spatio-temporal situation in
which we are allowed to “scroll up“ and “sctoll down“ as our heart pleases?
We start out with a surprise implication because it at first sight contradicts the gothic-R
theorem: the famous finite proper infalling time result obtained 70 years ago in the
Schwarzschild metric by Oppenheimer and Snyder [15]. This result had erroneously been
conjectured to be false in the first version of the present paper [16] (I apologize). Georg
Slotta kindly helped me out of the mental trap with the aid of the Rindler metric. But does
this falsity not spell the end of the theorem that had suggested the conjecture in the first
place? There exists a contradiction at first sight between the infinite distance of the
gothic-R theorem and the fact that the same distance can be covered in finite proper time.
Let us see: first the result which replaces the wrong conjecture, and then a new result
which shows that the counter-conjecture is false, too, so that a surprise new picture forms. .
The result: An internal observer, located at the tip of the rocket (x = 1) at t = 0, lets go of
his handle and just stays put in the x,t frame moving up in time t along the x = 1 vertical.
He then simultaneously is “falling“ freely inside the rocket, leaving it through an (hopefully open) hole in the bottom at t = 1 (1 year) at x = 1 while the bottom whisks away from
him at the speed of light. The observer by that time has effectively “fallen“ through the
whole length of the rocket in 1 year of his proper time t. This result is contained also in the
few lines of ref. [17]. Note that the bottom of the Rindler rocket corresponds to the horizon of the Schwarzschild metric.
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The new result: Does the finite proper infalling time just found not mean that the distance
fallen through to reach the horizon must also have been finite in contradistinction to the
gothic-R theorem? For an infinite distance can be covered in finite time by a material body
only if the latter has luminal speed. Unexpectedly, a luminal speed does indeed apply here! To see this, let us first assume that the hole in the rocket’s tail had been plugged by a
trampoline (an asssumption to be dropped later). The coasting passenger – if resilient
enough to survive the shock – then bounces back all the way up to the tip in another year
of his proper time. This bounce is reflected in the Rindler diagram in another straight line:
starting at the point x = t = 1 (the location of the trampoline at the moment of rebouncing),
it proceeds along the 45-degree first bisector in coincidence with it – so that the jumper recatches his orphaned handle (which continued to follow the hyperbolic path of the rocket‘s
tip after having been let go there at x = 1, t = 0) at x = t = ∞ .
Thus an infinite time has passed inside the rocket during the second leg of the observer’s
trip! But the same thing must have happened during the first leg since the two can be
identified under time reversal (bounce and rebounce). To make this fact transparent to the
eye, just “scroll down“ the initial time T at which the observer let go of his handle: from T
= 0 all the way down to T = – ∞ . In the equivalent picture so arrived at, the observer reaches the trampoline not at x = t = 1, but at x = t = 0 (the origin). This symmetric picture
reveals that during either half trip, an infinite distance in outer space got covered by the
observer in finite proper time. Thus there always exists an appropriately chosen frame in
the Rindler metric which an infinite distance is bridged by the falling (or rebouncing) observer in finite proper time.
One could still object that while an infinite distance was bridged in the outer world, the
length of the rocket itself was only finite in the outside world. This is correct. But inside
the accelerating rocket, the Fröhlich-Kuypers size-change result teaches us otherwise.
Specifically, the more lower levels of the rocket on the x-axis (X < 1) with their larger accelerations (g/X), appear redshifted and hence slowed down from above by 1/X. Hence
their local accelerations all look the same (1 g) from above (Henry Gebhardt, personal
communication 2008). Simultaneously, their local size is increased by 1/X by virtue of the
Fröhlich-Kuypers effect. Hence the length of the rocket is infinite from the inside in accordance with the ℜ theorem. Thus the luminal-speeds result is valid inside the rocket as
well.
The obtained new result is surprising since up until now, luminal speeds of massive bodies had no place in physics. Also, “scrolling operations“ that do not differentiate between
asymptotic (limiting) and internal (generic) elements represent a new differentialtopological phenomenon. The most surprising physical implication, however, is that an
infinitely old twin passenger still occupying the seat beside the one left by his sibling when
they were both very young, can be reunited with his youthful (only two years older) alter
ego. This is the ultimate case of Einstein’s famous twin-clocks paradox of 1905.
It hence suffices to install a trampoline on a black hole‘s horizon so you can travel infinitely far into the future in finite time. But actually, you need not even be resilient enough
to survive the infinite shock on the horizon: it suffices to make the first half trip!9) We
now return to the Schwarzschild metric.
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5. Consequences of the gothic-R theorem
The infinite down-up radar distance (Eq.5) is no longer an “artifact“ of the change-in-c
downstairs, as had to be assumed up until now, but rather the consequence of a previously
overlooked change-in-size downstairs. According to this new result, the distance is really
infinite from above. What are the consequences?
First, the infinite distance of the horizon implies that a black hole is never completely finished in finite time. The fact that one can plunge-in in finite astronaut time loses significance because any infinite distance can be covered in finite time if luminal speeds (or infinite durations of constant acceleration) are involved as shown. Hence also Hawking’s beautiful evaporation result [18], which relies on a finished horizon, gets infinitely postponed
(until the horizon is finished). This new fact remains valid for microscopic black holes despite their greater tunneling capabilities. The Kuypers-Marmet quantum-scaling result will
be helpful in further elucidating this fact.
Second, light cones cease to be compressible in the radial direction of the Schwarzschild
metric when c is globally constant. This fact is likely to have further consequences in the
context of time machines (cf. [22]) and other very general implications of the Einstein
equation – like gravitational waves and rotating frames.
The next open task to solve would be: How do the field equations themselves look like
if the fact that “size, not c“ is dependent on the gravitational potential is taken explicitly
into account?

6. Discussion
A simple new result valid in the Schwarzschild metric was presented. Radial spacetimevolume conservation would be a possible name for it: the more slowly time proceeds locally, the larger space becomes locally (the stronger the magnification into time, the stronger the stretching of space). Hence “space-over-time“ is a constant (c). Max Abraham
would be pleased, as a discussion with Valérie and Christophe Letellier at the University of
Rouen revealed three years ago.
The proposed result of radial spacetime-volume conservation is only a beginning. All
directions – the full Schwarzschild metric – have in the meantime been incorporated into
the gothic-R formulation (Eq.17 of ref. [19]). Angular momentum will have to be included
next (“Kerr metric“). The full Einstein equation can be considered thereafter. Eventually,
higher-dimensional analogous equations [20,21] will follow suit.
What is if the gothic-R theorem can be confirmed? The essential point is that the wellknown infinite time-delay of the visible features of “frozen stars“ – the originally accepted
name for black holes [22] – acquires an “ontological“ status. Five results follow:
1) Nonexistence of finished black-hole horizons to the outside world – so that only “almost
black holes“ [23] remain. Any spacetime element beyond the horizon (including
singularities) ceases to exist for the outside. Although they can be visited in finite
proper traveling time, the arrival there takes place only after the end of eternity. For this
reason, also all information paradoxes disappear.
2) Nonexistence of charged black holes in nature, by virtue of the, eventually infinitely,
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large distance between the trapped charge and the outside world.
(The fact that the same result does not hold true from the point of view of the more inner
charge makes no difference due to the almost infinitely slowed time scale down there.)
3) Nonexistence of single-connected (“point“-shaped) charged particles – since they would
have to be black holes if sufficiently small. Therefore, “strings“ have possibly
been observed in nature for a long time already – in the form of charged leptons.
4) Nonexistence of “Hawking radiation“ (based on one partner of a pair of virtual particles
having been captured by a black hole‘s horizon so the other escapes), for four reasons:
(a) an infinite waiting time is consummated until the horizon finally exists (see point 1),
(b) thereafter, a near-infinite distance has to be bridged by an orphaned particle,
(c) the involved pair of virtual particles possesses a near-infinitely low energy,
(d) the return of “effective time-reversal invariance“ into physics, since pairs of virtual
particles can no longer be separated indefinitely during their joint life time.
5) Possible nonexistence of gravitational waves – owing to the new global constancy of c.
These 5 predictions made by the gothic-R theorem seem each to fly in the face of accepted wisdom. Therefore, it would be nice to have a simple method to falsify the above
result. An independent approach to quantum spacetime was found by ElNaschie [24], cf.
[25]. It would be interesting to see whether part of the above predictions can be confirmed
or disproved in this new methodology.

7. Concluding remarks
If black holes cannot evaporate in finite time, then the potentially miniblack-hole generating LHC experiment at CERN near Geneva is unsafe [26,16]. More than 500 newspapers across the world referred to the preprint of the present paper on September 10, 2008 –
the day the “Large Hadron Collider“ got officially launched. The apprehensive global publicity may or may not have contributed to the accidental breakdown nine days later before
the onset of collisions.
In connection with the global controversy raised by it, publication of the paper got delayed. Most recently, the editor who had accepted it was ousted with petty accusations.
With about two thousand downloads, the preprint [16] is the most-read paper in general
relativity (Gerhard Huisken, personal communication, August 17, 2008). Huiskens‘ two
co-directors at the prestigious Albert-Einstein Institute had published two divergent responses [27,28]. The first [27] claimed that the theorem had been falsified since 1915
“both mathematically and experimentally.“ This assertion was based on a misunderstanding: proposals made by Max Abraham in 1915 (three years after his here quoted dream)
which had subsequently been falsified “both mathematically and experimentally,“ had erroneously been supposed to have entered the gothic-R theorem. The second text, written
shortly thereafter by the same group [28], no longer repeated these claims. Instead, it only
ventured a prediction: if the gothic-R theorem were to be extended to all three space dimensions, celestial mechanics would be violated. This remaining “hard“ argument was already obsolete by the time – owing to the successful re-formulation of the full Schwarzschild metric in terms of the gothic-R variable mentioned (Eq.17 of ref. [19]). The gothicR theorem therefore appears to be unfalsified up until now.
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Lack of falsification notwithstanding, the outdated claims to the contrary [27] were the
basis for two high-ranking scientific organizations, KET and CERN, declaring that the
theorem had been falsified ([29]8), with CERN officially adding the words “absolute nonsense“ and “crazy scientist“). This fact enabled the experiment to get the go-ahead while
the safety conference, called for on April 18, 2008 [30], would be put in limbo.
As it appears, Einstein’s equation still spawns surprising physical predictions. No matter how long- or short-lived the gothic-R theorem, Einstein would likely be pleased. On
learning the radio news that the bomb had been dropped – which Einstein had gone out of
his way to prevent since he bore the responsibility –, his life ceased making sense to him
(“oj weh“ were his words according to Helen Dukas [31], the only time he fell into Swabian Yiddish). To date, he predictably would snap back into shape – urging the profession to
“think twice“ before making the next survival error – the “absolute one“ (Paul Virilio). Do
not foresake me oh my darling became a popular melody in Einstein’s days.

8. Blue-planet fairy tale
“Once upon a time there was a cute little planet carrying many species of green plants
and frisky animals. One of the latter was called the “laugh-smiler.“ Since happiness and
bonding looked alike on their faces, a toddler would be rewarded by the caretaker‘s
laughter so as to start mothering him. Hence the species‘ name: “parent feeder“ (Pongo
goneotrophicus). By attributing a person property – benevolence – to the caretaker, the
toddler became a person himself (with infinite benevolence). They could have stayed happy day and night forever. But through a quirk in their society, they forgot their secret after
puberty. Their culture turned suicidal with the advent of “weapons of mass destruction.“
Even though one female (“Raissa“) had put an end to the arms race, the underlying highenergy research continued. Meanwhile, the bomb shock had caused a switch toward a less
maverick and rational system of research and education (“Mark Gable Foundation“ [32],
“Bologna“ [33]). Irrational myths – “big bangle“ – and a belief in the clairvoyance of
majority opinion took hold. Two examples: a university professor for hormonal disorders
got publicly discharged and disowned for “laziness“: for refusing (after having been “redecribed“ into a professor for intestinal disorders) to keep the miraculous acquisition-bydecree of the new qualification a secret from her patients and students. And the editor of a
high-ranking physics journal got publicly ousted for “cheating“: for refusing (after having
accepted a paper on a new high-energy risk) to give up on his free judgment. This return
to medieval minority might have been a royal way toward restoring planetary sustainability
– had the continued high-energy research not required continuation of a maximum rationality so as to avoid flying blind. The most farsighted scientist – “Stephen the Hawk“ –
recognized the planet‘s doomed path, calling for an instant space colony to preserve the
flame (in two books addressed at his young grandson [34]). But through a quirk of fate, he
was also the father of a radical scientific hypothesis (“vaporization“) that depended on the
continuing high-energy research for a risky test – before his “Lifeboat“ program could get
off the ground. If this sounds like a sad story, it is not because they all lived on happily
ever after.“
Were this not a fairy-tale, someone would no doubt stand up and call for “instant rehabilitation“ of our two heros (slave-professor, slave-editor) so they can breathe freely again
along with the rest of the crowd. And CERN would install Lampsacus – hometown of all
persons on the Internet at last. I dedicate this paper to a shining young man on the occasion of his inauguration today. Thank you, dear Mr. President, for promising to “restore science.“ I herewith place the safety conference [30] into your caring hands.
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Footnotes
1)

The same size change can be derived from the special-relativistic twin-clocks paradox:
Conservation of angular momentum implies that the “younger clock“ (if implemented as
a frictionless rotator) must have been proportionally enlarged on making its fewer turns.
The same fact holds true in the gravitational twin paradox [8,9], where it gets confirmed
by general relativity (Georg Slotta, personal communication 2008).

2)

The same fact was mentioned also by Werner Israel: “the gravitational (...) redshift
factor (...) recalibrates locally measured mass and work to energies available to an
observer at infinity“ [35].

3)

The same result was published in the same year by Paul Marmet [36] (Theodor Hänsch,
personal communication 2006).
Note the complementary identity dℜ/dt ≡ dR/dτ = c (cf. Introduction).

4)

5)

The necessity of unequal individual accelerations in order for two people riding a
constantly accelerating motor cycle not to lose each other despite the tight embrace
from behind, is an accepted, if paradoxical, fact in special relativity, cf. [5,38].

6)

It is perhaps worth noting that the nomenclature of the two pairs of observables, “x,t“ and
“X,T“, got mutually interchanged in between Rindler’s [5] and Wald’s [14] book.

7)

Certain yellow coral fish have a similar overall shape (although their flags are bounded).

8)

Note that the second claim made by KET – that cosmic rays “show“ that miniblack holes
are innocuous [29] – had been exploded beforehand also [37].

9)

This infinite external duration of an astronaut’s half trip is perhaps the main finding of the
present paper. Roger Penrose came close when discussing a step-wise growing black
hole (which otherwise causes paradoxes) [39]. Of course, not just an astronaut, but light
too takes infinitely long for either leg (Eq.5). This fact fell into oblivion somehow
because the astronaut seemed to plunge-in faster (in just minutes of his proper time [15]).
One feels reminded of a child’s admonition: “Please, don‘t forget your thoughts“ [40].
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